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About me

— Committer for Jupyter widgets
— Main author of jupyter-gmaps, a library for 

visualizing geographical data in Jupyter notebooks

— Author of Scala for data science (Packt Publishing)



Jupyter widgets
for human-in-the-loop data 

science





Developing machine 
learning software is hard



Developing machine learning software is hard

— almost always stochastic

— often black box



Developing machine learning software is hard

— robustness

— overfitting

— overreliance on certain features or groups of features



Traditional software 
development workflows are 
inadequate



Human intuition

It should be easy for humans to explore the model.



Human intuition

Computers think in terms of bytes and instructions, and 
humans think in terms of concepts and images.



Human intuition

We need a framework to rapidly create UIs that allow 
the human to think at a higher level of abstraction.

The UI should not be a black box.



Jupyter widgets





Jupyter widgets allow building user interfaces entirely in 
Python, directly in Jupyter notebooks.



Build user interfaces in
Python
directly in
Jupyter notebooks



Examples



Jupyter widgets

— Jupyter widgets are written entirely in Python

— They are written in the environment the data 
scientist is currently working in

— Widgets have access to the entire state of the 
notebook





Ecosystem



Core: ipywidgets



bqplot



ipyleaflet and gmaps



qgrid



ipyvolume



Learning about widgets

— mlviz: visualising machine learning algorithms with 
Jupyter widgets and bqplot.

— Jupyter widgets tutorial

— Coding a simple widget from scratch: video and code

— Jupyter widgets documentation

https://github.com/ChakriCherukuri/mlviz
https://github.com/jupyter-widgets/tutorial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAF-WCF_aSM&feature=youtu.be
https://github.com/pbugnion/jupyter-widgets-for-data-science-guis
https://ipywidgets.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


Libraries used in this talk

— ipywidgets

— bqplot

— gmaps

— lens

— superintendent

https://github.com/jupyter-widgets/ipywidgets
https://github.com/bloomberg/bqplot
https://github.com/pbugnion/gmaps
https://github.com/asidatascience/lens
https://github.com/janfreyberg/superintendent


Use widgets to
reduce friction

at the human computer 
interface
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